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IMPACTED SECTORS

Please prepare your pen and notebook
PLEASE SELECT THE SECTORS IMPACTED BY DROUGHT

- Agriculture
- Energy
- Water
- Environment
- Housing
- Forestry
- Tourism
- Health
- Other
Can you tell examples how sector-related measures were implemented to mitigate drought impacts?
After all, can you recall cases when necessary drought measures were not activated due to lack of policy or institutional frameworks?
ACTUAL AND DESIRABLE DEGREE OF DROUGHT MAINSTREAMING INTO SECTOR-RELATED POLICIES

Let’s see the desirable level through the following Likert scale:

Least important | Very important

1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5
PLEASE SELECT THE POLICY MEASURES THAT COULD RESOLVE THE DISCREPANCIES

- Nomination of lead agency to coordinate amongst actors
- Introduction of reporting requirements on drought-related measures
- Mandatory impact assessment of relevant policies on drought resilience
- Facilitation of the identification of drought-related priority actions
- Review of sector-related frameworks, plans, budget and insert drought measures
- Awareness-raising and advocacy to mobilize other sectors
- Legal framework for drought coordination and communication
- Establishment of formalized national platform for IDM
DISCUSSION OF SOME CRITICAL QUESTIONS
Are drought events frequent and severe enough to justify the establishment of a dedicated unit?

Is the coordination protocol flexible and efficient enough to enable rapid response?

Are all relevant institutions equally capacitated to participate in drought management?
THANK YOU